RELAY-40
40 Amp Relay in Enclosure

DESCRIPTION

- 40A relay for 240V systems
- Compatible with NADWM, NADWS, FOIL, WODH and WSM/WSMM series
- Designed to work with 3iE thermostat series
- Operates up to 1,000 sqft of Heated Floor space
- UL-50 / c-UL listed
- Durable, NEMA 4X enclosure for quiet operation

APPLICATION

- This 40 amp relay is used in conjunction with a 3iE series thermostat in order to expand the original 15 amp capacity. It is specifically designed for large applications beyond 300 sqft.

- Built for quiet operation, the relay can be mounted in an adjacent closet or in a space above or below. It connects to the 3iE thermostat via a 240V coil on the relay.